Enterprise
Battery
Intelligence
Got Batteries? Get Voltaiq.

Infuse the Industry’s Only Enterprise Battery
Intelligence (EBI) Platform into Your Company’s DNA
While electricity has been reshaping the world for centuries, its benefits have been largely restricted to the proximity of 		
an outlet. The adoption of batteries is rapidly changing the electrification of the global economy as the cost of producing
Lithium-Ion battery systems has dropped 90 percent in the past decade. Batteries will become part of everything.
To lead in the ‘electrify everything’ revolution, you must ingrain a deep understanding of batteries into the very DNA of your
organization. Batteries can add tremendous value—or incur serious costs—across every function: brand image, customer
satisfaction, warranties, finance, manufacturing, product development and management. Voltaiq Enterprise Battery Intelligence
embeds world-class battery expertise into every fiber of your organization, bringing EBI into your company’s DNA.

EBI is Key to the Future of
Battery-Enabled Industries
Voltaiq’s Enterprise Battery Intelligence™ Platform unlocks the
power buried within the mountains of battery data collected
from multiple sources—enabling enterprises to more effectively
design, develop, manufacture and operate the next generation
of battery-powered products. Whether it’s consumer electronics,
transportation, grid-scale energy storage or medical devices
—Voltaiq provides the single source of truth for the Enterprise
Battery Intelligence needed to safely achieve your electrification
goals while maximizing ROI on battery investments.
Voltaiq is used to drive innovation and battery excellence by
global leaders spanning consumer electronics and transportation
OEMs and materials and cell suppliers.

Protect Product Roadmap
Surface battery issues sooner.
Gain valuable insight into how
usage affects performance.

Increase ROI

Decrease product cost, price products
and warranties accurately, support
resale value, create higher margins.

Your Battery Program, Your
Business, Your Data
At Voltaiq, the security and integrity of your data are of utmost
importance to us. Our success is fundamentally linked to
our ability to provide a secure product environment for your
battery data across the entire product lifecycle. We take this
responsibility seriously and are committed to ensuring complete
data security and privacy for every Voltaiq customer.

Reduce Risk
Battery recalls affect even the most
advanced companies—a single
incident can cost billions of dollars.

The Voltaiq Enterprise Battery Intelligence Platform
Automatic Data Collection

Harmonization & KPI Extraction
Data from disparate sources is
‘harmonized’ to a common format
and key battery time-series and
per-cycle KPIs are extracted

Search across device serial numbers,
battery properties and test conditions
to find data instantly

Rapid, Self-Serve Analysis

Global Collaboration

Transform Workflows

Your organization’s battery data is
automatically collected and stored
in a secure centralized location

Quickly analyze and visualize your
data with interactive, broad-based
comparisons and detailed deep dives







Easily share datasets, graphs,
analysis, and reports with colleagues,
partners, and customers


 


  
 



 


Fast Search

Move from stage-gate processes and
reactive analysis, to agile, proactive
workflows that enable accelerated,
real-time learning

 


 
 
 

  
  
 
 

  
 



 


 


 

 

  


 








 
 







Trusted by Industry Leaders

 
 

Voltaiq
2020 Milvia St, Suite 400
Berkeley, CA 94704
1-888-477-9549
info@voltaiq.com

www.voltaiq.com

